Arguably one of the most important effects of climate change is the potential impact on human health. While this is likely to take many forms, the implications for future transmission of vector-borne diseases (VBDs), given their ongoing contribution to global disease burden, are both extremely important and highly uncertain. In part, this is owing not only to data limitations and methodological challenges when integrating climate-driven VBD models and climate change projections, but also, perhaps most crucially, to the multitude of epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic factors that drive VBD transmission, and this complexity has generated considerable debate over the past 10–15 years. In this review, we seek to elucidate current knowledge around this topic, identify key themes and uncertainties, evaluate ongoing challenges and open research questions and, crucially, offer some solutions for the field. Although many of these challenges are ubiquitous across multiple VBDs, more specific issues also arise in different vector–pathogen systems.

1. Introduction

There is increasing awareness that levels and layers of complexity are the rule when describing and predicting the impacts of climate variability and change on the
transmission of vector-borne diseases (VBDs) [1–5]. Recent work has highlighted that while climate patterns, particularly temperature and rainfall trends (although changing wind patterns could also have important implications for some vectors [6]), can have direct effects on VBD transmission [1,2,4,5,7–13], this influence may be significantly modified by confounding non-climatic factors implicated in human communities [3,4,14–25]. Although climate patterns may govern the potential global distribution of a VBD, the actual magnitude and spatial extent within regions are likely to be governed by a multitude of transmission-related non-climatic factors, including epidemiological, environmental, social, economic and demographic factors [17,25–29]. These studies emphasize that quantifying the impact of climate change on VBDs requires a better understanding of not only the relative effects of these individual variables, but also the combined (and complex) outcomes that interactions between these indirect ecological factors and direct biological influences can have on the vector–pathogen–host relationships that underpin VBD transmission [1,3,4,30]. A more recent emerging trend is also recognition of the role that human reflexivity may play in constraining the reliability of ecological predictions [31,32]; that is, if predictions are made and taken seriously, people may change their actions and behaviour, in turn, making accurate forecasting more difficult. These considerations imply that to better understand the likely impact of climate change on VBDs, it is important to view climate-driven disease systems as complex socio-ecological dynamical systems that emphasize (i) the multi-level causation of disease, (ii) the impact of broad contextual stressor factors that determine transmission at the population level, (iii) the importance of considering nonlinear feedback loops between human activities/reflexivity and global change, and (iv) the hierarchical cross-scale effects of local–global change in disease drivers [33–35].

These considerations, particularly the need for coupling human and natural system dynamics and interactions as implied by the socio-ecological systems paradigm [33–35], clearly present a major challenge to current efforts aimed at reliably quantifying the effects of climate change on VBDs. While, on the one hand, ignoring important non-climatic modifying or confounding factors (such as ecosystem and land-use change, agricultural and other economic practice, urbanization, human migration, health infrastructure and technologies and host demographics and behaviour) will lead to overestimation of the impact of climate change [1,4,22,36], the properties connected with the emergent, adaptive and nonlinear dynamics of human–natural systems will, on the other hand, make predictions of invasion, expansion and response of VBDs in human populations as a result of climate change extremely difficult to achieve [35,37,38]. The complexity deriving from these features constrains the use of simple risk-based ‘reductionist’, linear and equilibrium-based methods, as embodied by regression-based risk modelling methods (even if multivariate in form) and multi-criteria or variable score-based community vulnerability indices [39–41], for both investigating associations of climate variability with VBDs and predicting its effects on future transmission. Such methods provide us with useful frameworks for conceptualizing the links that may operate between climate change and exposure to risk and adaptive capacities of humans in determining the overall vulnerability of a community; however, these complex biological–human interactions mean that they will invariably be less effective for capturing the full range of dynamic behaviours that a VBD system may experience as a result of climate change. This implies a clear need for the development of a more integrated complex systems-based ecological framework that can reliably link climate change, ecosystems, economies and societies with disease dynamics if more reliable analysis and predictions of shifts in VBD transmission dynamics owing to global change are to be achieved [35].

Mathematical models of pathogen population dynamics, by virtue of their ability to provide a quantitative means for integrating and simulating the impacts of multi-factorial and multi-scale disease transmission processes, may offer us a particularly pertinent methodological tool for developing such holistic predictive and investigative frameworks [7–13,19,25,27,42–58]. Recent advances in incorporating the effects of climate, as well as anthropogenic alterations of ecosystems (e.g. via induced changes in vector biodiversity [59], population movements and immunity [60,61], socio-economic development and the effects of public health interventions), with disease transmission [25,62] make these tools even more applicable as quantitative frameworks for capturing the full range of community vulnerabilities to VBD transmission as a result of global climate change. Such models, by careful elaboration and inclusion of nonlinear functional relationships between biological and non-biological social components of disease transmission, may also represent the only means by which the full complexity (emergence, self-organization, points of bifurcation and regime shifts) of the response of a natural–human system to global change may be explored [25,62]. In addition, new data–model assimilation frameworks provide a means for such models to capture and incorporate local social, ecological and climatic conditions, thereby affording the examination of the impacts of these proximate causes within the broader context of global climate change [42,63,64]. This modelling approach thus not only offers the possibility of addressing the dynamic interactions of the various factors involved in transmission, but crucially also the ability to deal with cross-scale interactions and feedbacks that are likely to play major roles in climate-induced changes in transmission [17,35]. In addition, recent work on spatial agent-based modelling frameworks [44,65] offers approaches that allow exploration of how human behaviour and reflexivity may be incorporated with social–economical and natural components at various organizational levels in order to predict likely community vulnerabilities and responses to global climate change. Such individual-based, as well as Monte Carlo-based, ensemble modelling approaches also provide a means of addressing the impacts of uncertainties and stochasticity on predictions, thereby facilitating the generation of outputs in probabilistic terms for use by policy- and decision-makers at various organizational levels [65–68].

2. The role of climate in insect vector–pathogen interactions
(a) The role of temperature in the replication and transmission of major vector-borne diseases

Temperature is well acknowledged to directly impact VBDs in insect hosts; insects are poikilotherms and their internal temperature varies considerably with ambient temperature, greatly affecting their physiology, as well as directly exposing
the pathogens they carry to ambient temperatures. Other climatic factors impacting vector–pathogen interactions are those affecting vector susceptibility to infection, including vector physiology and fitness (and thus the ability to fight off infection) and the probability of exposure to infection (such as host preference and biting rate). The impact of environmental factors on different pathogens and vectors is diverse and specific to individual vector–pathogen combinations. This specificity requires tailored parameters for individual vector–pathogen systems to more accurately project the impact of climatic changes on VBD transmission.

(i) Viral vector-borne diseases transmitted by mosquitoes

Viral replication kinetics in insect-cultured cells are dependent on temperature, with viral attachment and cell infection being more efficient at higher temperatures [69]. However, the relationship between temperature and viral replication/transmission dynamics in many biological systems is not straightforward. A number of studies have demonstrated a strong association between temperature and viral replication in mosquito species, with higher temperatures generally leading to shorter extrinsic incubation periods (EIPs), increased infection rates and faster dissemination rates, although these vary considerably in different mosquito/virus combinations. Within the flavivirus genus, yellow fever (YF) infection of Aedes aegypti shows a decreased EIP at higher temperatures, but YF infection of Haemagogus mosquitoes demonstrates lower infection rates at lower temperatures [70]. A recent study, however, found increased YF infection in Aedes albopictus mosquitoes reared at lower temperatures (attributable to impaired RNAi responses in the mosquito), demonstrating further the complexities of downstream temperature effects on immature mosquito life stages [71]. Indeed, the same result also appears to be true for chikungunya virus (CHIKV) infection of Ae. aegypti [71] and Ae. albopictus [72].

Dengue virus (DENV) infection rates are also temperature-dependent, demonstrating increased infection and transmission rates at higher temperatures [73–76], as well as altered infection rates and EIP in response to fluctuating temperatures and diurnal temperature range (DTR). DTRs have been shown to enhance DENV infection rates and reduce EIPs [77] at low temperatures, but decrease infection rates (and not affect DENV EIP) at higher temperatures [78].

Alphaviruses also demonstrate reduced EIPs at higher temperatures, but display variation in the effects on infection and transmission rates. Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV) and West Nile virus (WNV) infection rates in Ae. triseriatus and Culex univittatus are independent of temperature, whereas western equine encephalitis virus (WEEV) infection rates in C. tarsalis decrease at higher temperatures (e.g. 32°C) compared with moderate temperatures (e.g. 25°C) [70]. EEEV, WEEV and WNV all have reduced EIPs at higher temperatures [70,79]. Sindbis virus infection and dissemination rates have been found to be higher in Ae. aegypti mosquitoes after rearing larvae at higher temperatures [80], whereas, in contrast, studies have shown increased CHIKV (and YF) infection rates in larvae raised at lower temperatures [71,72].

Thus, although the overall trend for viral VBDs is for higher temperatures to increase replication rates, decrease EIPs and increase transmission rates, variation in the limited number of examples given here illustrates the need for tailored parametrization of VBD models. To better reflect biological systems, the effects of DTR, temperature effects on vector susceptibility through vector fitness and the impact of temperature variation during mosquito development on vector susceptibility should be considered when assessing climate effects on VBD vector–pathogen interactions.

(ii) Malaria

The transmission cycle of the malaria parasite in mosquito vectors is more complex than that of viruses, including multiple developmental stages and the additional complication of nonlinear density-dependent effects on parasite numbers [81]. Temperature sensitivity of malaria parasites in mosquito hosts has long been established [82–84], with many models using the Detinova curve and monthly average temperatures to describe changes in the parasite EIP with temperature.

More recent work suggests a new temperature sensitivity curve, incorporating the effects of fluctuating daily temperature on development. A series of studies investigating the effect of DTR on parasite development and transmission have shown that DTRs increase rate processes (speed up parasite development) at low mean temperatures and decrease rate processes at higher temperatures [85–88]; thus, using mean temperatures in disease models will underestimate transmission at cooler temperatures and overestimate at warmer temperatures. In addition to DTR affecting parasite development, temperature also has an impact on the proportion of mosquitoes carrying infectious sporozoites, with mosquitoes maintained at higher temperatures demonstrating a lower prevalence of sporozoites in the salivary glands [89]. Thus, at high temperatures, despite a decrease in parasite development time, fewer mosquitoes become infectious and able to transmit the parasite. Another recent study has highlighted another complicating factor in the effects of temperature on parasite transmission, whereby asynchrony between completion of the parasite EIP and occurrence of the next blood meal can develop as temperature changes. This could lead to a delay in parasite transmission, despite a reduction in parasite EIP, as temperatures rise [90], highlighting how thermal effects on both pathogen and its vector must be considered for accurate transmission modelling. Using these new thermal sensitivities, malaria transmission has recently been predicted to peak at 25°C (dramatically lower than previous predictions) and decline significantly above 28°C [91].

In addition to its direct effects on parasite development, temperature can also have a profound effect on vector physiology and immune responses [92]. Temperature has been shown to affect immune responses in a variety of insects, including beetles, crickets, butterflies and Drosophila (fruit flies). Focusing on mosquito vectors, a few studies have investigated the effect of temperature on mosquito immune responses; Suwanachinda & Paskewitz [93] showed that the melanization response in Anopheles gambiæe progressively decreases as temperatures increase, while Murdock et al. [94] investigated the response of cellular and humoral immunity to changes in temperature. In the latter study, a complex picture emerged, with melanization, phagocytosis and an antimicrobial peptide (AMP) defensin expression peaking at 18°C, whereas nitric oxide synthase expression peaked at 30°C. Expression of a further AMP, cecropin, showed no
response to changes in ambient temperature. The study in reference [94] demonstrates how the immune gene profile of a vector at one ambient temperature can be completely altered at a different temperature. This could impact the vectorial capacity of insect vectors of malaria and other pathogens. In [95], it was demonstrated that ambient temperature influences the expression of immune genes that can regulate the intensity of Plasmodium yoelii infection in An. stephensi mosquitoes. Changes in immune responses may alter or temper the effects of temperature on parasite development, although with respect to transmission, these effects are likely to be subtle.

(iii) Lyme disease and other tick-borne diseases

Studies on climate and tick-borne diseases have largely focused on the effect of temperature or climate change on the distribution of the tick hosts (primarily Ixodes scapularis and Ixodes ricinus), with currently little literature documenting tick–pathogen interactions, especially with respect to temperature and environmental conditions.

For Lyme disease transmission, the length of time feeding positively correlates with transmission from infected tick to a mouse host [96], indicating that because climate influences the duration of feeding, it will also affect transmission rates. The EIP of the bacteria is determined by the developmental duration of the immature tick stages, as bacteria are typically acquired during the larvae or nymph stages and transmitted during the nymph or adult stages, respectively [97]. In this respect, the EIP is not dependent on the replication nor developmental kinetics of the pathogen (as seen for viral VBDs and malaria, respectively), but is more directly influenced by vector development and questing behaviour. Studies on the molecular interactions between tick hosts and Lyme disease have shown that temperature changes, stress and pathogen infection lead to the upregulation of heat shock proteins, which contribute to tick survival and possibly reduce infection [98]. To the best of our knowledge, no empirical studies on the effect of temperature on the EIP of Lyme disease, or the probability of transmission, have been carried out.

Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever (CCHF) is caused by a tick-borne virus of the Bunyaviridae family. It has complex enzootic cycles: several putative tick vectors with two- or three-host life cycles. Nothing is known at the molecular level about the interactions between the virus and Hyalomma ticks [97]. This represents a significant research gap that requires attention before any projections can be made on the effect of climate on virus replication and disease transmission.

Another important group of tick-borne pathogens is the emerging rickettsial diseases, with Rocky Mountain spotted fever (Rickettsia rickettsia) being the most severe of the rickettsioses (reviewed in [99]). Emerging in Europe and the Mediterranean are Mediterranean spotted fever (Rickettsia conorii, endemic in the Mediterranean and with occasional cases in northern and central Europe), Rickettsia slovaca (present in France, Slovakia, Hungary and Spain), Rickettsia mongolitimonae (Southern France), Israeli spotted fever, Rickettsia conorii subsp. israelensis (the middle east and Portugal) and R. aeschlimanni (one case in France), among others [100]. A range of tick vectors are involved in transmission and, as for CCHF, very little is known about the interactions between these bacterial pathogens and their invertebrate vectors.

(iv) Leishmaniasis

There have been recent expansions in geographical areas where Leishmaniasis is endemic in both South America and South Europe and changes in climate are one possible contributing factor [101]. Like other vector–pathogen combinations already discussed, ambient temperatures have a clear direct effect on sandfly development, but a less clear effect on range expansion because of the confounding influence of photoperiod on overwintering diapause [101]. However, the role of climate in parasite development has received little attention before any projections can be made on the effect of temperature on the development of several Leishmania spp., in different sandfly species. The latter study showed that Leishmania parasites developed faster at higher temperatures during the early stages of infection, but that temperature had little effect on the establishment of infection. The montane L. peruviana appeared to show adaptation to cooler temperatures. Differences in development time, blood meal digestion and defaecation were observed for different fly–parasite combinations, again highlighting the need for specific parametrization of transmission models.

(b) Challenges in understanding climate change effects on vector-borne diseases

(i) Incorporating multiple drivers of disease risk

As discussed in §1, spatial and temporal patterns of VBDs are influenced by both ecological and socio-economic factors. Socio-economic conditions can influence transmission risk in a way that complicates our understanding of temperature/climatic influences. Rather than disputing which category of driver is more important [104], we suggest more rigorous exploration of the relative importance of each driver and their interactions. Research integrating ecological and socio-economic factors has begun. For example, a statistical model was developed in [105] to predict the changing global distribution of malaria under climate change and changing per capita gross domestic product (pcGDP) based on the IPCC A1B scenario [106]. This model predicted that increasing pcGDP (a threefold increase by 2050) by itself would strongly reduce the global distribution of malaria in the coming decades, whereas climate change by itself would expand that distribution. Combining predicted changes in pcGDP with climate change, the model predicted that an additional 210 million people will be at risk by 2050. Further evaluations should consider socio-economic and ecological contexts.

GDP is likely to be more important in places where malaria transmission risk is high [107]. If climate change increases the risk of exposure, prior investments in abatement could become inadequate and increased investment in mitigation might be required. It is also likely that temperature gradients are not always collinear with either vector presence or economic gradient, potentially leading to threshold effects. Studies on wildlife diseases could provide an opportunity to tease apart some of these complexities. Wildlife components of disease risk (e.g. zoonotic amplification, persistence and
population impacts) are clearly sensitive to temperature (as demonstrated, for instance, with avian malaria in Hawaii [108,109]). In addition, economically driven anthropogenic effects may affect zoonotic VBD dynamics [110], whereas socio-economic factors have also been suggested as driving recent increases in human cases of the monkey malaria Plasmodium knowlesi [111].

(ii) Selecting appropriate metrics of disease risk

The basic reproduction number \( R_0 \) is frequently used to integrate understanding about vector and pathogen ecology and transmission behaviours. However, the usefulness of \( R_0 \) compared with other metrics of risk requires further exploration; it is a measure of invasion potential, but not necessarily the best metric for determining possible temporal or spatial changes in disease prevalence or incidence in areas of existing transmission. In this case, measures such as the entomological inoculation rate (EIR), which explicitly capture elements of vector biology, might be a more appropriate risk metric to model as a function of climate change. However, the usefulness of any one metric very much depends on the specifics of the question; trying to determine changes in populations at risk owing to potential climate-induced shifts in disease range, for example, is a very different question from determining future changes in the frequency, timing, size or duration of malaria epidemics at a location characterized by intermittent, seasonal transmission. In general, we would argue that statistical climate models based on the distribution of recorded malaria cases are fraught with problems of interpretation and should be interpreted carefully. The distribution of malaria cases is a complex and poorly understood consequence of ecological, socio-economic and other factors, such that causal relationships are frequently obscured.

(iii) Data availability to parametrize models of disease risk

Arguably the greatest limitation in the development of mechanistic transmission models is our current understanding of the essential empirical relationships between vectors, pathogens and the environment. The low quality and quantity of data available to parametrize models of risk are often not considered in model development or interpretation. Additional experimental research is required to explore and define physiological temperature and moisture constraints for the most important vector species. Strong evidence indicates that temperature variability is important to estimating risk [85–87,112,113], but vital rates are currently estimated from very few data points representing laboratory responses by vectors or pathogens to temperature averages [114], together with inferences based on seasonal occurrence [115]. In addition (and as noted in §2a), estimates of vital rates for specific disease systems, for example, Plasmodium falciparum malaria, are often derived from data on a mix of vector species, whereas endosymbionts such as Wolbachia may be important in the biology and control of certain disease vectors [116] and may exhibit temperature responses [117]. To validate these models, it is important to conduct comparative research on different species within important vector genera. For example, both Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus are competent vectors of DENV, with different physiological constraints and distinct transmission potentials. Combining data for these two species to estimate vital rates would not necessarily generate realistic inference. Furthermore, data and research are particularly needed to better understand the influence of environmental factors on key parameters such as the EIP [89], vector competence [94,113], biting behaviour and interactions with infection [118,119], because these have been very under-researched to date.

The enormous variation in EIR that can exist around a given mean seasonal temperature [91,120] remains to be explained, yet is critical to conclusions concerning the role of climate change. Variation in EIR at a given temperature regime could be due to local adaptation [121], control interventions and/or socio-economic factors, differences between vector and/or parasite species complexes across sites, potentially subtle variation in life-history traits such as mosquito population age structure [122], accuracy of (local) temperature estimates or chosen temperature metrics and/or sampling protocols. Both empirical and theoretical studies are needed to explore potential determinants, uncertainties in parameter estimates and consequences for predictive models. Uncertainty in the components of \( R_0 \) (or other metrics) should be integrated and acknowledged. In addition, many other assumptions are frequently made regarding how biotic interactions (e.g. competition, density dependence and host density) regulate and limit vector populations. Uncertainties owing to these assumptions are rarely considered or acknowledged in risk metrics.

To advance the empirical base from which to derive models, we recommend the following:

1. Mean seasonal temperatures have been regularly used and might be sufficient for some questions and some settings, but, in general, DTR or similar measures of temporal variability must be included. Off-season temperatures and ranges might also be important in some regions, but an understanding of which temperature metrics are most important during this period is less well developed.

2. Humidity and evaporation rate influence adult mosquito vital rates, but have received insufficient attention as determinants of VBD risk. The effects of both mean and fluctuating humidity and water vapour pressure, as well as interactive effects with temperature, are often poorly understood.

3. The timing, frequency and quantity of precipitation are important, but not well understood and are likely to differ for different mosquito species. Total rainfall is likely to have a highly nonlinear effect on mosquito production, with the potential for qualitatively different effects on container-breeding versus seasonal or permanent wetland breeding species.

3. Models of relevant climatological, ecological and epidemiological processes

(a) Types of models

With respect to models of relevance for studying the impact of climate change on VBDs, these fall into the category of either mechanistic or statistical in their construction. Mechanistic (or process-based) models of vectors, disease transmission or climate are those that represent the system using dynamic (often nonlinear) equations, with appropriate scales and interactions, which explicitly
capture the relevant physical or biological processes. For behaviours not explicitly resolved, but important to capture, these are parametrized with a diagnostic equation representing the role of the parameter at the resolved scale. The general benefit of these models is that they are able to capture nonlinear and coupled interactions at multiple spatial and temporal scales, but, in the context of accurately modelling VBDs themselves, their reliability depends on possessing a complete picture of all aspects of transmission and being able to accurately translate this into a mathematical representation. In the context of climate change and VBDs, process-based VBD models do not require the assumption of a stationary relationship between determinants of disease and metrics of transmission, which is a considerable advantage on the decadal timescales of global change. Statistical models, on the other hand, represent the relationships between relevant variables (e.g., transmission and climatic factors) from a purely descriptive perspective and their relationship is sometimes assumed to be stochastic (although this can also be built into mechanistic models). They are computationally inexpensive to run (and develop) and are well suited for capturing timeseries and shorter-term (and linear) behaviour for systems with a large set of parameters, but do not attempt to incorporate known mechanistic relationships. Whether predominantly mechanistic or statistical, each model type has benefits and limitations and one possibility is a combination of approaches in order to provide an optimal set of attributes to connect climate with VBD transmission. The coupling of different models produces new complications that need to be addressed carefully; model coupling itself is a mathematical and computational science research problem and although there has been early work to consider hybrid models to maximize the benefit of each for the system under consideration [123], such models will not be considered further here.

(i) Statistical models

The majority of statistical models describing the relationship between VBDs and environmental indicators of climate, climate change, meteorological factors and extreme weather events exploit regression models either adapted to time-series data or, for example, applied to investigate potential future changes in vector distribution [124–126]. Statistical models help to determine the relative contribution of environmental drivers to temporal variations in disease manifestation, support a wide variety of data types, and may offer a platform for developing early warning systems based on disease and host surveillance [127–129]. Models may differ in their choice of health outcome measure, definitions of exposure or methods of quantifying associations and how different combinations of these components lead to different uncertainties in model estimates. Health outcomes are usually VBD morbidity and mortality, with the latter likely to result from the greatest exposure and/or most vulnerable populations (although the quality of recording, reporting and causal assessment may not be straightforward). Studies of diseases with low fatality may not provide enough cases to achieve the required statistical power. Morbidity outcomes often include a wide range of health conditions and, owing to the repeated nature of potentially observable events, provide a wider range of associations with exposure. The current use of morbidity outcomes is often limited by utilization of medical records, emergency room visits, drug prescription and hospital admissions; these data are typically protected under privacy laws and regulations and thus are frequently difficult to access. Many studies implicitly or explicitly assume that (i) the selected measures of exposure are relevant for the study population, (ii) meteorological and climatological characteristics are reliable proxies for individual exposure and (ii) the selected outcomes are relevant to the selected exposure measure; if violated, a statistical model may be misspecified.

Statistical models based on time-series typically explore the associations between meteorological parameters (most commonly, ambient temperature and rainfall) and health outcomes related to VBDs in selected geographical areas. The classic time-series models and regression models have been widely used to analyse surveillance data [130]. Similar models are also applied to study the health effects of environmental exposures and meteorological conditions [127,131,132]. While illustrating the shape and magnitude of relationships between meteorological parameters and health outcomes, reported results of time-series models are often presented in a non-uniform way, which, in general, complicates comparisons between different studies and inhibits wider generalization. Findings from regression models adapted to counts of health outcomes are typically presented as the change in health outcome per unit change in exposure, or as relative risks/rate ratios and their confidence intervals, to quantify the association between exposure and health outcomes and the degree of uncertainty. For models employing a time-series approach, temporal data resolution dictates the sensitivity of models to rapid change and long-term effects. Daily time-series offer the highest resolution, although weekly or monthly data are the standard for many surveillance systems, which reduces model capability to detect short-term changes. Furthermore, major meteorological episodes may also coincide with social events governed by the local calendar, thus amplifying or dampening the effects of environmental exposures.

Developing an understanding of short-term lags in the effect of exposure and manifestation of the selected health outcome is crucial for correctly capturing true associations [133,134]. These lags might be driven by complex life cycle processes and/or social determinants such as a lack of timely utilization of health care facilities. This aspect is typically handled by including lagged terms in statistical models, although the selection of terms is rarely justified. By the nature of VBDs, seasonal oscillations in health conditions are often observed and manifest via systematic, or repetitive, periodic fluctuations within a predetermined period. Seasonality is characterized by timing (position of extrema on the seasonal curve), magnitude (difference between maxima and minima) and duration. Seasonal patterns of health events measured by their frequency or observed counts per time unit may vary by type of health condition, location and population of interest [128]. In order to account for seasonality, studies may be stratified by summer/winter, warm/cold, dry/wet season or by considering periodic fluctuations. Explicit adjustment for trend, seasonality and other periodic factors may also be applied. Periodicities in meteorological factors and disease incidences are not necessarily aligned nor synchronized; nonetheless, the detected time difference between peak timing of
exposure and disease incidence is informative and enables predictions of the potential impacts of environmental drivers on disease manifestation [128].

(ii) Mathematical models

Global atmospheric climate models (such as those within coupled Earth system models used in the latest IPCC report [135]) are typically mechanistic models that resolve the large-scale atmospheric flow field, along with a host of related meteorological variables such as temperature and water vapour, and incorporate a robust treatment of cloud physics parametrizations and chemical tracers [136,137]. These models are configured for interactive coupling to global land surface models that include heterogeneous representations of plant functional types and soil moisture distribution.

Climate models, like all models that represent physical systems, contain both known and unknown uncertainties of several types including, but not limited to, structural, algorithmic and parametric. Statistical uncertainty has also been identified [138,139], but structural (or systematic) uncertainty, which here refers to the underlying physiology and understanding of model behaviour, is less well understood. In large-scale mechanistic models of climate change, the understanding and improvement of climate models through better data collection [140] and reduced spatial and temporal error [141,142], together with an analysis of model sensitivities through sampling algorithms, are emerging areas of interest. Some early work to connect mechanistic models with statistical models and combine information about uncertainty (e.g. stochastic parametrization [143]) has also been undertaken. For climate change models, some of the forecast skill can be attributed to model initialization, as demonstrated with near-term prediction experiments [144].

Numerous mathematical models have been designed and used to quantitatively and qualitatively gain insights into the transmission dynamics and control of VBDs in human populations [145], with the earliest work dating back to the pioneering studies of Ross and Macdonald on malaria [146]; however, only a few of these models have incorporated the effects of climate and/or climate change [9,13,124,147–151]. Recent models have included statistical and stochastic models [16,147,148,152–154], approaches based on compartmental nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations [9,149,155–157] and nonlinear difference equation models [13,158]. In addition, more complex network models (both static and dynamic), spatially explicit $R_0$ models, agent-based/simulation models and cellular automata models have also been considered [159–161], but their use is not as widespread in this area.

Malaria, by virtue of causing the greatest global burden of disease of all VBDs [162], has dominated modelling studies in the context of climate change impacts on transmission [87,154,156,163–167]. By examining the relationship between malaria and climate in 25 African countries using a semi-parametric economic model, Egbendewe-Mondzozo et al. [16] showed that a marginal change in temperature and precipitation levels would lead to a significant change in the number of malaria cases for most countries considered by the end of the century. Modelling of how the EIP of $P. falciparum$ is expected to vary over time and space across Africa (depending on DTR) was considered in [87]. It was shown in [89] that vector competence tails off at higher temperatures, even though parasite development rate increases. Using a model that incorporates empirically derived nonlinear thermal responses of Anopheles vectors, Mordecai et al. [91] predict that the optimal temperature for malaria transmission is 25°C (and that it significantly decreases beyond 28°C).

Developing more realistic models of the climate-driven nature of Anopheles population dynamics has also increased in recent years; Lunde et al. [156] compared six temperature-dependent mortality models for An. gambiae sensu stricto, whereas White et al. [168] and Parham et al. [158] developed validated models for assessing the effects of environmental variables (including rainfall, wind speed, temperature, relative humidity and density-dependence) on vector abundance by fitting to longitudinal mosquito catch data. Similarly, Beck-Johnson et al. [122] developed a stage-structured, temperature-dependent, deterministic delay-differential equation model to investigate the population dynamics of Anopheles mosquitoes, with a notable finding that, by incorporating the full mosquito life cycle in the model, mosquito abundance is more sensitive to temperature than suggested by studies owing to the strong influence of the juvenile stages (whose vital rates are also temperature-dependent). Recent experimental findings, such as the dependence of adult An. gambiae s.s. life-history parameters on their experiences as juveniles [169] and the significant differences observed by Lyons et al. [170] in temperature-dependent survival and developmental rates in An. gambiae s.s., An. arabiensis and An. funestus populations (the three most important vectors of human malaria in Africa [126]), are also key developments and emphasize the importance of empirical data in developing more reliable parametrization of mechanistic vector, and hence VBD, models.

4. The impact of vector–pathogen–host ecology and behaviour on vector-borne diseases

Independent of the modelling methods employed, certain features of VBDs make efforts to capture them mathematically distinct from epidemiological models of either direct-transmission infectious diseases (such as influenza) or diseases driven primarily by environmental contamination (such as cholera); such features are discussed in this section.

(a) Time scales

One ubiquitous aspect of VBDs that distinguishes their study from efforts to model and gain insights into more general systems within infectious disease epidemiology is the inherent dependence on multiple interacting scales of effect. Each of the individual component biological systems (host, vector and pathogen) suggests its own, implicit temporal scale through the duration of stages/states of development. Mosquito larval development, for example, takes place at timescales varying from days to weeks [171,172], whereas human health interventions such as vaccination programmes may vary from days to weeks to months [173,174]. Modelling efforts must therefore include methods by which to couple the timescales of these processes in biologically relevant ways that capture the dynamics, but without creating artificial restrictions or producing erroneous model artefacts.
Capturing these temporal scales successfully is made more complicated by the fact that the duration of life stages/states (excluding disease-specific states) in hosts most often progress unaltered by vector or pathogen, but disease vectors have been shown to be susceptible to alteration in their basic survival, developmental and fecundity rates by the microbes and pathogens they carry [175, 176]. Furthermore, pathogen states/stages are predominantly driven by their epidemiological dynamics within and among hosts and vectors and, in some cases, progress to a different developmental stage only upon successful completion of the cycle between vectors and (sometimes multiple species of) hosts [177].

When broadening the scope of questions asked with these models from just the current examination of epidemiological patterns to explore how climate change may alter the behaviour of this entire system in the future, yet another timescale must be incorporated, as the processes of climate change act on time frames of years to centuries or more. While many models make timescale integration among these systems implicit in the values of parameters for continuous interactions, the continuous progress of climate change and the discrete nature of many of these stages make this a potential stumbling point in the accuracy and utility of generalizing the insights from such methods (because conditions are expected to shift), thereby potentially causing the interacting components to affect one another at rates that themselves change with time.

We therefore recommend that models address these issues explicitly, rather than implicitly, selecting rate values that seem to couple the timescales appropriately across systems and choosing timescales based on those factors that are most relevant to the driving question being asked; many of these scales may be interdependent. For the pathogen, we believe three components may be most relevant in determining the timescale most appropriate for that system: replication in the host, duration of persistence in the vector and evolution of the pathogen (which itself may depend on the other two). For the vector, we believe that demographic vital rates (both free from, and under the influence of, the pathogen) and host biting rates (which are known to drive demographic rates in some systems) will be most relevant. For hosts (especially humans), we believe that demographic rates and the timescales of medical interventions are particularly relevant. The timescale of medical interventions is often difficult to determine and may include: time after introduction until a medical community might detect an outbreak (which will itself depend on the methods of surveillance, which may be more or less sensitive over time and space as an outbreak progresses), time until treatment or prophylaxis is available by either development, production, distribution and/or time until such measures are effective, probability of an outbreak based on the metrics discussed in §2b and the time for implementation and effectiveness of control strategies for vectors (such as spraying). Each of these poses their own challenges in how to best capture them within a mathematical modelling framework, but may be critical in capturing both current VBD dynamics and being able to employ such models to study how climate change may alter these dynamics in the future.

(b) Spatial scales
In dealing with the equally important question of spatial scales, one must decide the level/scale of understanding of climate change required that will be most appropriate to connect with biological features/processes. The assessment of VBD risk may be undertaken on a variety of geographical scales, varying from a village to an entire country, region or globally. The varying geographical and measurement (resolution) scales have immense implications for spatial analysis, such as scaling mismatches (when interpreting events at one scale against data measured at another) [150]. Features to be considered include both climatic (e.g. mean temperature) and meteorological (e.g. humidity or precipitation) features and their associated variability, ecological scales for hosts and vectors, changes in habitat (including both total area and patterns/trends of fluctuation in locations and connectivity) and shifting/expanding regions of infection as it radiates into (potentially) novel areas. For many of these, measurements taken during any state other than the current norm may be of great value for testing how well models perform in predicting the system under perturbation. For that reason, we expect and recommend that extreme weather events (e.g. floods, tsunamis and hurricanes) may provide an unfortunate boon to researchers (and may, for example, cause significant changes to spatio-temporal vector population dynamics), if we are able to gather relevant metrics in their wake.

(c) The impact of pathogen/host interactions on disease dynamics and evolution
Pathogen/host interactions are key factors in the evolution of infectious diseases. External or environmental phenomena impact behavioural, physiological, reproductive and ecological characteristics of individuals and populations. Among the components that may be altered and play a significant role in disease transmission are the pathogen life cycle and evolution processes, host susceptibility to infection, within-host/pathogen competition (if infections involve more than one strain or coinfection with multiple pathogens is likely), pathogen resistance to treatment, characteristics of the vector life cycle (potentially altered by pathogen-induced changes in behaviour and/or reproductive physiology), physiologically induced or purposefully adopted behavioural patterns of the host that alter (either increasing or decreasing) risks of exposure to infection, social/cultural/economic/behavioural factors in (human) host compliance with public health efforts and vector feeding behaviour as exemplified by preferential feeding patterns.

(d) Data gaps
Parametrization is a key challenge in modelling complex biological systems and awareness of the limitations in both the modelling framework and data quality (and availability) is an important requirement. Given that a model is a response to a certain set of precise, relevant and well-formulated questions about the phenomena under consideration, key concerns are, for example, the quality and type of empirical measurements necessary to parametrize the model, the identification and sensitivity of parameters to measurement error (and other uncertainties) and the availability and quality of empirical data needed (but published elsewhere). Data may be roughly classified into a few categories related to the source. Here, we propose the following, which is intended only as a rough guide to organize the complex set of variables...
that are, in fact, interrelated: ecological field measurements relevant to both vectors and hosts, laboratory experiments to investigate single-system and multi-system (i.e. one or more components of pathogen, vector and host) effects and rates, economic variables (e.g. land use, economic indices), sociological (e.g. education level, human movement, transportation), medical (e.g. reporting, vaccination, hospital availability) and political (e.g. border issues).

In the context of VBDs and climate/climate change, there are certain well-defined measurement and data needs that are still lacking or require replication because of inherent technical difficulties in their acquisition; these include good knowledge of basic population dynamic parameters (such as population densities) and the number of intermediate and alternative hosts, vector competence for the main vector species involved in disease transmission (including all component parameters in the definition of competence), efficacy and cost of prevention measures (e.g. bednets/vaccines, prophylactics, vector repellents), meteorological indices and associated temporal patterns, habitat fragmentation changes over time, latency and cross-immune time spans in diseases that involve multiple pathogen strains and the impact of health metrics on disease progression in vectors and hosts. Other examples are also discussed in §2a,b.

5. Potential climate risk assessment framework for assessing vector-borne diseases risk

As our understanding of the climate system and ability to model future scenarios of climate change have improved and as society has become increasingly aware of the costs and benefits of using climate information to better manage climate-related risks, there has been a rapid increase in demand for climate data, future projections and assessment tools to enable appropriate climate risk management decisions to be made. As discussed above, the characteristics and behaviour of VBDs typically vary across space and time and among species. They are influenced by multiple direct and indirect forcings and complex interactions with the environment, pathogen and host. Given such complexity, it is clear that climate is only one of many influences on such systems. Thus, in order to manage the risks that VBDs pose to humans as a result of climate change, it is important to assess the potential impacts within the wider context of the current risks of VBDs on humans, key (climate and other) drivers and interactions affecting VBDs in humans and potential adaptation and decision support options to reduce and manage the risks [178].

A variety of conceptual frameworks have been developed to guide the assessment of climate change risks for a range of applications [179–182]. Many of these are generic and flexible enough to be applied to climate change and VBD risks in humans. Here, we highlight one particular framework, namely the Climate Impacts and Risk assessment Framework (CIRF; http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/publicsector/hazard-manager/CIRF) and demonstrate its potential application to guide the systematic assessment of VBD risks. The CIRF (figure 1) is a seven-step iterative process used by the UK Meteorological Office to guide the assessment and management of weather- and climate-related risks. Important features of the CIRF are the looped structure to encourage continuous cycles of improvement and the emphasis on frequent communication among researchers, intermediaries and end-users throughout each of the seven steps. In the CIRF, risk is considered to be a combination of multiple hazards (typically environmental factors, e.g. climate) and vulnerabilities (typically exposure or social factors/age). A brief overview of the key features and relevant guidance for each of the steps is provided below.

(a) Step 1: requirements and scope

At the outset of any climate-related risk assessment, it is important to understand the requirements, scope and context for the assessment. This typically involves a literature review to summarize current understanding and communications with various information providers (such as scientists and/or communication experts) and information users (such as end-users and stakeholders). Early engagement of
end-users and stakeholders involved in the management of risks identified is vital in order to comprehend their requirements, understand the scope of the assessment and encourage best use of the outputs and recommendations. This often requires specialists in communication [183], employing various methods, including surveys, interviews, workshops, focus groups, working groups, presentations, displays and online feedback [184].

At the end of this step, those involved in the assessment should have developed a broad understanding of the key weather- and climate-related risks involved and the main drivers and interactions influencing those risks. Constructing a system diagram is one useful way to identify the drivers and interactions involved in a specific risk. Figure 2 illustrates one such diagram, focusing on the risk of DENV transmission in humans across the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East (EMME) region. This is constructed around the disease triangle (host, pathogen, environment; [185]), including the vector, and identifies the main drivers and influences affecting the suitability of the environment, potential for transmission and susceptibility of the human host to DENV.

Many of the key influences and interactions affecting VBDs of humans are highlighted earlier in this review, together with the complexities involved in considering how interactions between climate change, biological, economic and social factors occur and may combine to influence future VBD transmission patterns [178,186–189].

(b) Step 2: feasibility
This step involves scoping of the datasets, models, techniques and communications that would be needed to meet the requirements (detailed in Step 1). The main aim here is to assess if the specified requirements can be met with available data, knowledge and technology. This step also provides opportunity for major uncertainties, caveats, assumptions and gaps in knowledge and data to be identified and discussed with all end-users, stakeholders and information/data providers. In terms of VBD risk, many examples exist of background on gaps, uncertainties and emerging areas of understanding on risk from a range of VBDs that would be useful for this step [187,188,190–192]. Sections 2 and 4 consider appropriate metrics for monitoring VBD risk, considerations regarding appropriate spatial scales (see also Proestos et al. [193]) and limitations in modelling risk, whereas §3 also provides a useful overview on the advantages and limitations of different modelling paradigms for assessing VBD risk.

(c) Step 3: baseline climate risk
Prior to assessing the risks associated with future climate change, it is necessary to provide a baseline of the current risks. This may involve quantitative assessment and validation using historic records, appropriate models (see §3) and ensemble techniques for quantifying uncertainty and/or qualitative assessment based on, for example, expert elicitation [194]. For VBD risk, a wide range of models (statistical and mathematical), incorporating various environmental and other constraints, are available for this purpose. For example, prior to exploring future climate change projections of dengue risk, Rogers [189] uses disease and vector databases, together with a relatively high-resolution historic dataset of monthly climate variables, to provide baseline global climate risk maps for dengue, exploring uncertainties through use of multiple dengue or vector species models and spatial resolution considerations.

(d) Step 4: future climate risk
Future potential climate risks should be assessed relative to the baseline risk in Step 3 using comparable metrics, models and uncertainty measures (where appropriate). Such an assessment requires suitable ‘what-if’ scenarios of future potential changes in climate and other key drivers of risk, such as population and land-use changes. These may be tailored for the specific requirement (e.g. to study the implications of a specific adaptation option; see Step 5) or, more typically, standard scenarios of greenhouse gas and socio-economic changes in the future, such as the special report on emissions scenarios (SRES) [106] or representative

Figure 2. System diagram showing the key requirements for understanding the risk of dengue virus transmission in humans across the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East (EMME) region (pink) and the linkages between drivers, hosts and potential indicators for monitoring. DHF, Dengue haemorrhagic fever. (Online version in colour.)
The iterative risk management framework outlined here provides us a flexible structure to guide the assessment of risks in a logical order, but where steps may be omitted if irrelevant to the specific focus. It is well suited to address the calls made by Hoberg & Brooks [198] for more proactive and evolutionary risk management of emerging infectious diseases and may be combined with more responsive disaster risk management activities to coordinate both reactive and proactive approaches to managing VBD and other interacting risks.

6. Conclusion

The next generation of risk assessment methods should ideally take into account the complexity of VBD transmission dynamics, including the effects of broader societal contexts in which pathogen transmission occurs, if more reliable evaluations of the effects of climate change on VBDs are to be undertaken. Although mathematical models can provide us with powerful tools for incorporating and examining the impact of linked biological and societal variables on transmission as a result of climate change, several challenges need to first be overcome.

The first regards the mismatch of spatial scales of available climate prediction and socio-economic data with the more locally scaled ecological and biological variables underlying the typically focal transmission of VBDs [1,4,17,35,199]. Although regional climate models may overcome some of the problems connected with scale [200], it is possible that there is a lower limit to the spatial resolution of reliable climate and social data (typically available down to only district-level scales in most countries) available for analysis, which will limit the application of models at finer resolutions. A key need is therefore estimation of the error that such data aggregation will induce into model predictions and what this implies for the use of dynamic modelling approaches for evaluating the impacts of future climate change on transmission. This also includes identifying the most appropriate spatial resolution for applying such frameworks. Currently, disease modelling is still largely based on single interacting species frameworks, which ignore the complex interdependence between all diseases observed within a population at a certain time. In addition, while recent progress has been made in more realistically quantifying and modelling the effects of climate (for example, fluctuating daily temperatures) on pathogen transmission, extensive research gaps remain in our understanding of the effect of climate on the interactions between VBDs and their invertebrate hosts. This is particularly true for tick-borne diseases. Existing research has demonstrated that these interactions are complex, often non-linear and vector–pathogen specific, highlighting the need for further empirical work in order to improve the parametrization of VBD transmission models.

Thus, a second need is to develop models that take account of multiple co-occurring diseases and how climate change may affect co-transmission patterns [17]. While several workers have developed models of VBD transmission via several vector hosts and have shown how ecosystem change-induced alterations to vector biodiversity may influence pathogen transmission [201–203], more direct coupling of climate variables with vector population dynamics, as well as with within-host interactions with other infections, is yet to be systematically undertaken.

A third major need is for more information on how best to address cross-scale issues. Here, exploration of the concept of panarchy and how such ecological thinking and methods (which focus on how fast and slow, small and big events and processes across regions may transform socio-ecological systems through evolution, adaptation and societal learning...
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